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Abstract
This paper sheds light on the colonial policies and fiscal practices in Portuguese Mozambique
and Angola from their early colonial period (1890s) until their independence (1970s). Its added
value derives from its comparative approach to long-term state (trans)formation, fiscalisation
and citizenship in an understudied region. The paper contributes to the literature on colonial
Africa by demonstrating various dimensions of colonial taxation and public spending, based on
novel data from primary sources, such as the Statistical Yearbooks and the National Accounts of
Mozambique and Angola. Covering more than half century, the paper identifies tax per capita
levels, types of taxation imposed, main revenue sources and expenditure patterns. Annual time
series indicate trends, continuities, ruptures and varieties within Portuguese Africa as well as
with respect to British and French Africa. The paper shows that despite the context-dependent
disparities between Mozambique and Angola, the metropolitan vision was dominant in shaping
the administration and fiscal policies applied in the colonies. Under the influence of regime
changes in Portugal, colonial rule swung between autonomy (administrative and financial) and
power centralisation policies. In theory, colonial rule aimed to maintain the order in Portuguese
Africa at minimum cost, following the example of British Africa. In practice, both direct and
indirect taxation revenue increased across time in Mozambique and Angola, while public
investments on security resources and infrastructure were prioritised over social services
throughout the colonial period.
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Introduction
Given the importance of present-day Mozambique and Angola’s state capacity and social
structures to handle the growth that currently takes place, there is a significant historical and
societal scope underlying this paper: To confirm or challenge dominant conceptions regarding
the historical determinants of the post-colonial state and fiscal failure in former Portuguese
Africa. Were these historically persistent phenomena, rooted in state and social transformations
during colonialism, fruits of the communist authoritarian regimes that were established after
independence or consequences of a combination of colonial and post-colonial factors?
Depending on which version dominates from time to time, institutional policies and capacity
building initiatives are prioritised differently, influencing for instance the nature and the content
of attempted fiscal and state reforms.
According to new fiscal sociology, state budgets not only reflect but also shape political
priorities and social realities (Martin, Mehrotra et al. 2009). New evidence has shown that
colonial rule in British and French Africa aimed at maintaining order at the lowest possible cost
rather than maximizing revenue extraction or contributing to institutional capacity building
(Frankema 2011, Gardner 2012). To what extent is this also applicable to the case of Portuguese
Africa? Depending on their colonial policies and fiscal practices, can Portuguese Mozambique
and Angola be considered as “developmental”, “benevolent”, “minimalist” or “extractive”
states, following Frankema’ s classification (2011)? Certainly the aforementioned classification is
based on ideal types, which are neither fully encountered in the social reality nor are maintained
stable cross time, since states and societies undergo historical transformations. In any case, each
of these ideal types signifies a certain proportion between taxation and public spending1 which
has important historical and social implications. Either critical or supportive arguments towards
colonisation can be built upon these options.
This paper investigates: first, how colonial administration and fiscal policies evolved, affected by
regime changes in Portugal as well as within its colonies; and second, how actual fiscal practices
developed, influenced by regional disparities and other context-dependent factors. Particularly
in the case of Mozambique, the shift from the dominance of concession companies’ private
1

Developmental states are characterised by maximum taxation and maximum public spending; extractive states
signify maximum taxation and minimum spending; minimalist states indicate minimum taxation and minimum
spending; benevolent states imply minimum taxation and maximum spending (Frankema, 2011).
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interests to the governance of colonial public administrators is highlighted. A comparative
method is used, both in spatial and temporal terms. A cross-country (Mozambique - Angola)
comparison is conducted from a long-term perspective covering different phases of Portuguese
colonialism. This is achieved through systematic research of primary and secondary sources,
combined with mixed types of analysis (qualitative and quantitative). The impact of regime
changes on colonial policies is mainly demonstrated by qualitative documentation, while
quantitative data show the transformations of fiscal practices over time. Annual time series of
statistical data were constructed, to conduct a year-by-year analysis that assures the consistency
of the results.
The period under examination spans from the incorporation of Mozambique and Angola to
Portuguese Empire in the last decade of the 19th century to their independence in the 1970s.
Similar to developments in British Africa, during the years of the First Portuguese Republic
(1911-1926), the Portuguese adopted a “decentralisation” policy that gave administrative and
financial autonomy to the colonies. In contrast, after the establishment of the “New State” of
Salazar (1933 onwards) they adopted the “self-sufficiency” policy which aimed to promote the
sufficiency of the Portuguese Empire as a centralised system. In the context of the Great
Depression in the 1930s and the growing deficits in the colonies’ budgets, this policy shift
implied also the need to raise revenue from direct and indirect taxation in both Mozambique
and Angola. Despite certain continuous disparities between the colonies in regard to indigenous
tax collection as well as revenues from import and export taxes, the general trends seemed to
be similar in the colonial states of Mozambique and Angola, according to the metropole’s
guidelines.
Crucially, the shares of revenue invested in securing order, infrastructure development and
human resources reveal the priorities of colonial rule at a given time. It is argued that initially
the colonial rule redistributed the public income in favor of the metropole’ s interests in
sovereignty mechanisms, such as military forces and public administration. However, gradually
the colonial states shifted to infrastructure development, which took place mainly in the
important harbour cities, as precondition for the facilitation of trade with the metropole and
the extraction of resources. Eventually, in both colonies investments on public works exceeded
spending on security and human resources such as education and health care. The public
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spending on education and other social services increased relatively only in the late colonial
period, after the 1950s, under the dominance of assimilation schemes, the international
pressure towards welfare state building and the relative liberalisation of the regime in Portugal
during Caetano’s governance.
Views on fiscal regimes as mirrors and engines of social change
In recent decades the importance of taxation has been recognised by many scholars in
history, economics, sociology, political science, and law. Tax revenues formalise the obligations
of individuals to society, presuppose legitimacy and set the limits of governments’ powers,
redistribute wealth and allocate income, make investments in collective goods possible,
develop bureaucratic administration and property rights institutions, secure law and order
and prevent social conflicts over resources (Frankema 2010).
The “new fiscal sociology” has placed taxation at the center of social change, by
considering taxation not only as a symptom of social change but also as a cause or engine of
change (Martin, Mehrotra et al. 2009). As engine of change, the fiscal institutions are the key
to the whole of state institutions, since it is tax revenue that allows the existence of
sovereignty mechanisms and determines the size of central administration, defense forces and
public services (ibid). As a symptom of change, the development of fiscal institutions in the
modern nation state is an indicator for the development of state and economic institutions in
general (Gardner 2013), since it requires the growth of the public sector and a certain
level of economic development. In a social contract framework, taxation has been presented
by Schumpeter as the outcome of a historic bargain between the rulers and the ruled
(Musgrave 1992). The level of consent from the side of the governed and the level of
progressiveness of fiscal systems have been connected to democratisation processes,
presupposing the sense of an “imagined community” in Anderson’s terms (Anderson 1991).
Furthermore, “the history of state revenue production is the history of the evolution of the
state” (Levi 1989) and this applies not only to Europe but also to Asia and Africa. Anne Booth
stresses that none of the known concepts of “contractual”, “predatory”, “night watchman” or
“developmental” state is entirely satisfactory in the Asian context (Booth, 2007). Over the last
few decades, enlightening studies have been also conducted on public finance in British and
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French Africa. In British Africa, the “self-sufficiency” policy was adopted relatively early,
implying the need for colonies to construct fiscal systems and fund their own administration,
defense, public works and social services (Gardner 2012). In addition, as Frankema and
Waijenburg show, the endogenous colonial institutions and the local geographic and economic
conditions played an important role in the development of tax systems in British and French
Africa (2014).
According to some scholars, colonisation played a positive role and the benefits for British and
French colonies were related on the one hand to state building and protection and on the
other hand to public investments in social services and infrastructure made by the empires.
Plus, the subsidies and loans provided to the colonies burdened the British and French
taxpayers (Davis and Huttenback 1986). In contrast, Huillery in her most recent paper on the
colonisation cost of French West Africa takes into account the financial transfers between
French West African colonies and France and claims that the profit of colonisation for the
metropole was much higher than the cost of it. As she characteristically states, “most revenues
were collected on an African basis while being spent on a French basis” (Huillery, 2014).
In the literature, it is considered a commonplace fact that besides its financial function of
raising revenues, taxation in Sub-Saharan African colonies had also crucial indirect socioeconomic objectives, such as the monetisation of economy and the raising of productivity and
wage labour. In the case of Mozambique, the connection between direct taxation and wage
labour, also in the form of forced and migration labour, have been analysed by Ishemo
and O' Laughlin, (1989, 2002). Also, taxation can be seen as a “discipline” and penal tool, in
Foucauldian terms (Foucault 1979), that aimed at moralisation and stimulation of Africans’
industriousness (Bush and Maltby 2004). Nevertheless, that can be seen also as the cultural
argument that colonial rule used, in order to dress its materialistic motivation to rationalise the
local economies and facilitate resource extraction.
The birth of the Portuguese colonial states of Mozambique and Angola
Compared to the other colonial powers, the peculiarity of the Portuguese case is that although
Portuguese explorers and merchants were present in Africa further back in time, Portugal
started building colonial states and fiscal institutions rather late. In the same vein, the
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independence of the Portuguese African states from the metropole was achieved quite late
(mid 1970s), compared to the British and French colonies, which were already liberated in the
decade of 1960s. In each stage of its colonial course Portugal seemed to follow what was
already inevitable. Starting from the “Scramble for Africa”, Portuguese Empire had to compete
Britain and France by establishing colonial states, in order not to lose control of valuable
territories and trade connections.
Three main factors, related to international circumstances, led the Portuguese government
after the mid-19th century to develop a new interest in its African territories: First, the
independence of Brasil in the 1820s had harmed Portugal economically, given that for most of
the 18th century over fifty percent of Portugal’s revenues derived from Brazil (Maxwell, 2000,
p.1). Africa had the potential, according to Portugal’s expectations, to replace Brasil and restore
Portugal’s income. Second, the abolition of slave trade in 1875 and the promotion of legitimate
commerce caused a major crisis to Portugal, since its most important revenue source was the
transfer of slaves from Angola to the New World (Clarence-Smith, 1979, p.169), usually to the
mines and plantations of Brasil. On the contrary, Britain gained ground by the expansion of free
trade and the increasing protestant missions, such as the famous explorations conducted by
Livingstone. Therefore, Africa was the only chance of Portugal to free itself from British
domination (Newitt, 1995, p.333). Third, the underway formation of a bourgeoisie class,
benefited from free trade, in the metropolitan urban centers such as Lisbon and Porto,
encouraged industrialisation, the establishment of capitalist enterprises and the rise of the
banking sector (Clarence-Smith, 1979, pp.167 and 170). In this context, African territories
offered a new valuable ground for capital investments by the liberals, who however realised the
need for a government policy regulating exploration and wealth extraction (Newitt, 1995,
p.334).
In the period of the “New Imperialism” and the “Scramble for Africa”, all the above factors in
combination with the increasing competition with other imperial powers, such as King Leopold
in Congo and Germany in the south of Angola, led the Portuguese government to take action
against the “international threat to the informal Afro-Portuguese commercial empire” and
secure its physical occupation as well as create the conditions for a “more direct exploitation of
the African territories” (ibid, p.332). In the Berlin Conference in 1884-85 the Portuguese
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stressed that their rights were based on prior discovery. Nevertheless, In the General Act of the
Berlin Conference, which can be seen as the formalization of the Scramble for Africa, the
principle of “effective occupation” stated that powers could acquire rights over colonial lands
only if they possessed them or had treaties with local leaders, flew their flag there and
established an administration in the territory to govern it with a police force to keep order
(Herbst, p. 71-72). These terms could be damaging to Portuguese claims, particularly in
Mozambique, where other powers were active. The British questioned Portuguese colonisation
and government in the areas under question, due to the few scattered Portuguese settlements
across the coastal line. In 1884 Joaquim Carlos Paiva de Andrada, administrator of the Company
of Mozambique, was commissioned to establish effective occupation and became active in four
areas: the town of Beira, the Sofala and Manica provices as well as the Mashonaland province
(now Zimbabwe).
Despite the relative failure of bilateral negotiations of Portugal and Britain before and during
the Berlin Conference (resulting only to a draft treaty), in 1885 the Foreign Ministry in Lisbon
produced the so-called “Rose-coloured” or “pink” map, which defined the extent of Portugal’s
claims in central Africa, all the way from Angola to Mozambique. This map “represented a
dramatic extension of Portugal’s claims” (Newitt, 1995, p.341), however in 1886 the
negotiations of the Portuguese diplomats with France and Germany were quite successful.
After a series of negotiations, the British Ultimatum of 1890, a type of memorandum, was sent
to the Portuguese Government by Lord Salisbury, who demanded the withdrawal of the
Portuguese troops from Mashonaland and Matabeleland and the area between the Shire river
north of the Ruo and Lake Nyasa, where Portuguese and British interests overlapped (Pinto
Coelho, 2006, p.1). Between the British issuing this ultimatum to Portugal in 1890 and the
signing of a treaty in Lisbon in 1891, both Britain and Portugal tried to occupy more of the
disputed areas and assert their authority. The General Act of the Berlin Conference required
disputes to go to arbitration, therefore after the Ultimatum Portugal asked for arbitration.
Nevertheless, Lord Salisbury refused and demanded a bi-lateral treaty (ibid, pp.4-5). This is how
the boundaries of the two main Portuguese colonies, Mozambique and Angola, were finally
agreed with Britain in the treaty of 1891. Besides defining the boundaries, the treaty provided
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Portugal the possibility of navigation on the Zambezi and Shire rivers, but it did not give
Portugal special rights along the north bank of the Zambezi (ibid, pp.6-7).
Until the 1870s, European states controlled only ten percent of the African continent, all their
territories being near the coast. A decade later, colonialism was introduced across nearly all the
African continent. The Scramble for Africa gave birth to over fifty new polities. The territory of
Mozambique had already passed from the control of powerful merchants’ families and groups
of early settlers called “prazos” (Newitt 1969, Isaacman 1972) to the control of concession
companies such as “Companhia de Mocambique” and gradually it passed to the exclusive
control of the Portuguese colonial government. In the early colonial period, chartered private
companies with special privileges, played also the role of tax collectors and treasury managers.
Eventually, these tasks were performed only by colonial officials, appointed by the Portuguese
government. These transfers of power affected colonial fiscal policies, in regard to the types
and rates of taxes imposed, the main revenue sources and patterns of public spending.
Imperial competition and trade as the driving forces of Portuguese colonisation
In the 1890s Portuguese colonial rule started to build state apparatuses and strengthen the
existing fiscal institutions in its African colonies. As everywhere in the world, for Portuguese
colonial rule the payment of taxes was considered as the principal obligation of citizens to the
state (Castro, 1948, p.37). Whether the colonies were worth the required effort and
investments, done first by international companies and then by the Portuguese state and the
colonial states themselves, was in constant debate. In the following paragraphs, speeches in
the Portuguese parliament and reports written by colonial officials and intellectuals show that
heated discussions took place, concerning both the actual and potential contribution of the
colonies, throughout the colonial period.
The motivation for such a strategic choice, to expand colonisation through state formation and
fiscalisation, seemed to consist of three elements: First, the economic importance of trade
between the metropole and the colonies; second, the military and economic competition
between the imperial powers; and third, the national pride deriving from the fact (or belief)
that Portugal could still be one of them. The element of national pride and imperial prestige
was highlighted by Richard Hammond, in order to show the “uneconomic” character of
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Portuguese imperialism (1966). The argument of “uneconomic imperialism” was questioned by
several scholars, such as Greg Pirio, Valentim Alexandre and Clarence-Smith. The latter
destructured the notion of “irrational nostalgia for imperial greatness” and gave prominence to
the rational economic motivation of Portugal to participate in the partition of Africa, in view of
the capitalist recession starting in the 1870s (Clarence-Smith, 1985, p.81). In this paper
economic profit is indeed recognised as the principal motive of Portugal to expand colonisation.
However, national pride and the imperial prestige are taken into account as well, since
throughout the colonial period they were important elements of the ideological discourse and
the rhetorics concerning colonisation.
In Europe military competition between states and the consequent growing expenses of
warfare led to the development of productive tax systems and the bureaucratisation of society
(Tilly 1975; Mann 1980). In Sub-Saharan Africa “states never had to fight to survive, so they
never had to build effective fiscal institutions” (Herbst 2000). Nevertheless, the military and
economic competition between the imperial powers, namely Portugal, England and France,
definitely played a role in their mutual decisions to establish fiscal institutions in their colonies.
The importance of competition as a predicate factor for building colonial states is apparent in
various incidents, especially in the case of Mozambique. For instance, there is evidence
showing the competition between the companies of the “Companhia de Mocambique” and the
“British South Africa Company” and the consequent rivalry between the states of Portugal and
Britain, concerning the exploitation of mines in the areas of Zambezia, Manica and Sofala.
Besides the effort of the Company of Mozambique to attain an agreement with the British SA
Company, helping also the negotiations between the states, another important result came out
of this conflict: the decision of Portuguese rule to imitate British rule and establish
administration and infrastructure that would strengthen its position against the British claims in
this territory (Congresso Colonial, 1902, p.9). The decision of Portuguese rule to build
sovereignty mechanisms in Mozambique was made under the pressure of the economic and
military competition with British South Africa.
In the same vein, the argument that the trade with the colonies was of major importance for
Portugal, was stressed regularly by different authors in different periods. From the 1870s to the
1910s, the export success motivated the new-born bourgeoisie in Portugal to make large
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investments. However, the capitalists were mainly interested in monopolising the fields of
transport and credit in the colonies rather than in raw materials, due to the relative decline of
prices of primary commodities during that period (Clarence-Smith, 1979, p. 172). Eventually,
from the 1910s-1920s onwards, the prices of the tropical commodities recovered and the raw
materials such as rubber, sugar, coffee and cotton regained a central position at the
argumentation for maintaining and investing in the colonies.
The colonies were supposed to provide the metropole with raw materials and at the same time
be crucial markets for its products, making Portugal self-sufficient and independent from other
European powers, such as Spain. Both in a report signed by the Secretary of Sociedade de
Geografia in 1918, during the First Portuguese Republic (Vasconselos, 1920, p. 93), and in a
study conducted by Prof. Ferreira in 1932, after the military coup d’etat in Portugal (Ferreira,
1932, p.21-23), the same old argument emerges, supporting the maintenance of the African
colonies: Economic independence of Portugal was achieved thanks to the contribution of the
colonies as providers of raw materials and markets for Portugal’s export goods.
In fact, the state of trade was perceived by Portuguese rule as the most important indicator for
measuring the undertaken economic development in the colonies from the early years of
colonialism. In 1898 a report of the Ministry of Marine and Overseas Affairs, states that “in
countries, such as Portuguese colonies, where the agriculture and industrial sectors are least
developed, commercial movement is the best indicator of their economic progress” (Dias
Costa, 1898, p.9). The number one priority for Portuguese rule in the colonies was trade. And
the second most important one was infrastructure development that could further encourage
trade with the metropole as well as favour production and general economic prosperity (ibid,
p.10).
Between the two main African colonies, Angola was the one that Portuguese rule seemed to
expect the most from. Angola was unique not only for its soil fertility, but also for its role as
slave exporter in the past and as a market for the most valuable industries of Portugal (ibid,
p.56). Angola was doubtlessly the "favourite" one for private capital, since the rate of profit
was higher in Angola and therefore most of the private colonial investments were done there
by agricultural, mineral and commercial corporations. Also, petty trade and white settlers
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(Portuguese, Greek, Lebanese) were more important in Angola than in Mozambique. All the
above reasons made Angola lobby groups more influential in Portuguese politics.
Nevertheless, from a state point of view and especially before WW II, Mozambique was the
"favourite" one, because of its larger potential in terms of public income. Mozambique was
directly connected to the Rand economy in South Africa, which lead to higher revenues from all
possible sources: indirect taxes (customs), direct taxes (immigration revenues and hut tax paid
by migrant wage workers in Rand) and the state's own assets (railways and ports). Therefore,
Mozambique’s revenue was expected to be greater than Angola's. On the other hand, the fact
that wages in Mozambique were higher than in Angola (precisely because of the Rand effect)
can explain the higher profit rates of Angola.
Trade developments and indirect taxation in colonial Angola and Mozambique
Naturally, when trade increased, revenue coming from custom tariffs also increased in the
colonies. Throughout the 19th century, the most important source of public revenue for
Portugal was indirect taxes collected at the so-called “alfandegas” (custom houses). The
revenue coming from custom duties used to be even twice the revenue coming from other
administration sectors of the “Fazenda Nacional”, meaning the national treasury (Monteiro,
p.46). During the early years of the tariff system in the mid-19th century, “the main colonial
strategy of the liberals was rather to maximise revenue by encouraging trade”, while “direct
taxation was always a much smaller source of revenue than custom duties” (Clarence-Smith,
1979, p.168). 2 However, in the recession years of the 1890s preferential tariffs were
promulgated for both the metropolis and the colonies, favouring the routing of colonial
commodities through Lisbon (Clarence Smith, 1985, pp.85-86).
In the following decades, the course of revenue raised by indirect taxes in the two colonies was
dependent on two factors: the developments and fluctuations in trade and the imposition of
protective measures, introducing principally high import duties. As can be seen in Graph 1, in
Angola for the period 1932-1972 import and export taxes contributed to a similar extent to
2

th

Clarence-Smith claims also that in mid-19 century the Liberals were interested in African colonies and especially
in Angola as a potential source of revenue to be invested in the infrastructural equipment of Portugal (1979, p.167).
On the other hand, there is the counter-argument that at least in terms of public income there was no surplus in
the Portuguese colonies to be extracted by the metropole. In contrast, there was deficit that had to be covered by
the mother-country (source to be determined). Moreover, there was no re-allocation of budget between Portugal
and its colonies, only between the Portuguese colonies (Eduardo Ferreira da Costa).
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state revenue. Moreover, the revenues from import taxes and the ones from export taxes
increased in a parallel manner cross time. On the contrary, as Graph 2 shows, in Mozambique
for almost the same period (1929-1973) only the custom duties on imported goods seemed to
contribute to a noticeable degree to state revenue. In addition, the distance between these
two revenue sources kept increasing across time and the revenue from export taxes remained
considerably low throughout the colonial period.
Graph 1
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Source: Statistical yearbooks of Mozambique, Accounts of Mozambique

A possible explanation would be that the state of Mozambique was less successful at collecting
revenue from export taxes, simply because Mozambique performed worse in exports. For
instance, it is known that Mozambique was a food importer, while Angola was a food exporter
(Kyle, 1999, p.2). Plus, the value of the principal export commodities in Angola was much higher
than the value of the respective commodities in Mozambique throughout the colonial period,
as Graphs 3 and 4 show. However, the higher profitability of export trade in Angola explains the
difference between the two colonies in export tax revenue, but not the difference between
export and import tax revenue within Mozambique. Plus, the figures from the Statistical
Yearbooks of Mozambique show that overall, the export sector was not in decline and the gap
between imports and exports in both value and volume terms was not so big, to permit this
difference between the two revenue sources.
Graph 3
Principal Export Commodities, Angola
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Graph 4
Principal export commodities, Mozambique
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The reason for the big gap between export and import tax revenue in Mozambique actually
relates to the use of Mozambican ports and especially the ports of Lourenco Marques and Beira
as transit ports, which imported goods directed to South Africa and Southern Rhodesia
respectively. Consequently, the import tax revenues in Mozambique were so much higher than
the export tax revenues, because a significant part of import taxes were collected due to the
flourishing transit trade with South Africa, while at the same time the exports and consequently
the export tax revenue remained low. In other words, if transit imports had been absent in
Mozambique, not only export but also import tax revenue would have remained at lower levels
in comparison with Angola, where there was a balanced dependency between imports and
exports and consequently between the two tax revenue sources.
Continuities and regional variations in direct and indirect taxation patterns
From the mid-19th century the so-called “interventionists” argued for the extension of direct
taxation imposed on Africans, in order to cover the costs of military expeditions (Wheeler and
Pelissier, 1971, pp.52-56 in: Clarence-Smith, 1979, p.171). In the late 19th century various forms
of direct taxes emerged, paid either by companies and industries operating in the colonies or
exclusively by the indigenous population. In any case, in the early colonial years the capacity
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both of the concession companies and of the colonial administration, especially in Angola, to
collect this type of taxes and manage the treasuries (fazendas) was limited. Companhia de
Mossamedes at the southern part of Angola did not even manage to obtain the right to levy
custom duties and taxes on the indigenous people, like the chartered companies in
Mozambique did, and in 1923 the charter was finally abolished (Clarence-Smith, 1979, p.173
and 177). According to Maciel Santos, the delay of Portuguese rule to impose direct taxes was
caused by the late military occupation of the hinterland. In the period 1901-1908 the main
direct tax named as “peasant tax” (imposto campones), though increasing, represented only
the 13% of the total revenue of the overseas provinces Mozambique, Angola and Guinea
(Santos, 2013, p.2).
In Angola, the implementation of direct taxation and particularly of the hut tax proved to be a
slow process with a lot of policy and regulation changes interfering. Direct taxation in the form
of property tax (contribuicao predial) was (re)established in 1880, after a short period of giving
prominence to the indirect tax “ad valorem” on exported and imported goods. The so-called
“tributos” collected by local tribal chiefs and the “dizimos” collected by the colonial
government, soon were replaced by the hut tax (“imposto sobre cubatas” or “imposto de
cubata”), introduced in 1888 and then reformed in 1907 (Melo, 1953, p.72). There is evidence
showing that in the late 19th century poor indigenous families used to even burn their houses
and leave their villages in order to avoid paying the “dizimos” (Governo Geral de Angola, 1920,
p.7), which was a fixed annual tax on each household (palhota) and on each unit of cattle the
household owned, plus a percentage of the value of its crop production and of its property
income each year.
In 1919 the hut tax was renamed as tax per capita (imposto de capitacao) and in 1920 as
indigenous tax (imposto indigena), which was paid in money and continued to exist with the
same name, according to the legislation of 1931 (Melo, 1953, p.72). In 1920 the individual tax in
Angola was set at 2 Escudos and concerned “all black or of mixed race residents”. The general
(colonial) governor was responsible for the collection of taxes, while native chiefs were
responsible for the payment of the taxes by the people of their community. 70% of the
collected revenue had to be kept at the national treasury, to be extracted by the state, and only
10% could be spent by the municipalities on public assistance (Governo Geral de Angola, 1920,
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p.14-15). Finally, in 1949 the indigenous tax was replaced by the personal annual tax (taxa
pessoal anual), which was applied only to the “black, non-civilized” men, who didn’t contribute
through other types of taxation (Melo, 1953, p.73).
Graph 3
Real revenue from direct taxes, Angola 1920s-1960s
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Graph 3 demonstrates the revenue from the two most important types of direct taxation: the
indigenous tax and the industries’ contribution. During the period 1927-1964, the indigenous
tax was the principal source of revenue from direct taxation for the state of Angola. According
to the census data in the Statistical yearbooks of Angola, in 1930 population of Angola
amounted to 3,343,500 and thirty years later increased to 4,832,677. According to Frankema
and Jerven’s re-calculation (2014), the population of Angola was overestimated (3,019,823) by
colonial officials in 1930, while it was underestimated (5,012,000) in 1960. In any case, the
number of residents of Angola and consequently potential taxpayers did not increase to an
extent that would alter the general trend of indigenous tax revenue depicted in graph 3. State
revenue from direct taxes divided by the national population highlights the same trend over
time (Ap. 3), with the gap between indigenous tax and industrial contribution being even bigger
up to the 1940s.
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In contrast with Angola, where the application of direct taxes was uniform each period, in
Mozambique it differentiated depending on the geographical and economic zone. The
geographical zones (north, center, south) represented also distinct zones of agricultural
production (Bowen, 2000, p.32). The north (Cabo Delgado, Niassa and Nampula provinces)
consisted of a peasant economy organised mostly by indigenous people. During the period
1891-1929 the British-owned “Niassa Company” was active there. Based on coercive labour,
the company forced the indigenous to work on plantation production and on public works
projects as well as pay hut taxes that kept them in debt. This system enabled the Niassa
Company to prevent the indigenous from growing their own crops for sale. However, the
results in terms of production and public works proved to be poor in this area and that is why
the Niassa Company was eventually dismissed.
The center (Zambezia, Manica, Sofala and Tete provinces) represented a plantation economy of
export crops (sugar, sisal), controlled by the also British-owned companies “Company of
Mozambique” and the “Zambezi Company”. The Company of Mozambique also enforced a
forced labour system called “Musocco”. Moreover, it was granted by Portugal the exclusive
right to collect taxes, but was itself offered a 25-year tax exemption (Isaacman et al., 1983). The
so-called “Guarda fiscal”, a branch of the public police, was authorised to inspect the collection
of the indirect taxes such as customs, in the territory of the Mozambique Company (Dias Costa,
1898). Last, the south (Inhambane, Gaza and Maputo provinces) was a settler farm economy
and the origin area of the vast majority of the migrant workers in the mines in South Africa. The
forced labour system applied in the area of Sul do Save (Lourenco Marques and Inhambane)
was called “chibalo”.
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Map 1

Source: Statistical Yearbooks of Mozambique 1965

While the southern part of Mozambique had the characteristic features of a labour reserve
economy, the central part was much more alike to the “Africa of concessions” (Hinderink and
Sterkenburg 1987). The non-labour reserve economies tended to rely more on trade taxes than
the labour reserve economies, which in turn had higher domestic taxes and depended more on
direct taxes (Mkandawire, 2010, pp.6-7). In the 1910s the administrative districts of Sul do Save
represented the 90% of the hut tax revenue, collected directly by the government, while the
center and the south together did not exceed the 10% of the total (Santos, 2014, p.18). The
successful control of these areas was attained by the military campaigns of 1895 as well as by
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the fact that around 90% of the workers migrating to the mines of Rand were originated from
this area, so they were wage-earners and therefore able to pay the tax (Santos, 2013, p.3). In
contrast, the north was not fully controlled by the colonial state, the value of the hut tax there
was the half of the one paid in the south and peasants were still not able to pay it. Especially in
the 1930s, the fiscal tension increased, but the “problem of Niassa” existed before the
economic crisis (ibid, p.5). According to Santos, the contribution of the northern and the central
zones to hut tax revenues of Mozambique gradually increased. By the 1940s, the shares of the
three zones to indigenous tax revenue became almost equal, reaching approximately 30% of
the total (Santos, 2007, p.201).
Nevertheless, graphs 4 and 5 show that this disproportionate contribution of the three distinct
zones to both direct and indirect tax revenue of Mozambique continued also in the following
decades 1940s-1970s until independence; despite the gradual increase of indigenous tax
revenue coming from the north and the center of Mozambique from the 1920s and the end of
concessions in the 1930s. Moreover, graph 6 demonstrates the disproportionate contribution
of the three zones to tax revenue of Mozambique divided by the local population, proving that
this differentiation was not caused by population differences. The continuity of this
phenomenon across time can be perceived as an example of path dependency, caused by the
special context-dependent realities of these zones in the early colonial period. Although from
the 1930s onwards the colonial state of Mozambique increased both its military and
administrative control of the territory, the taxation patterns of the past decades were
maintained as the years passed.
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Graph 6
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Explaining fully the persisting character of the fiscal inequality between the three regional
zones of Mozambique requires further research. However it can be argued that the persistence
of this divergence pattern was caused by the intensification of certain factors, which initially
caused the phenomenon of disparity: First, the intensification of migration labour originated
from the southern zone of Mozambique enabled the indigenous workers of that zone to
continue paying direct taxes to the state. Second, the increase of state assistance to Portuguese
settlements after the 1930s (O’ Laughline, 2000, p.10) and the boom of settler migration from
Portugal in the 1940s caused the development of the settler farm economy in the southern
zone. As a result, this zone became more competitive in terms of production and trade and
thus raised indirect tax revenue. On the contrary, in the other two zones (north and center),
the concessions ended and forced cropping of cotton was introduced by the colonial rule,
particularly in the north (ibid). This shift of colonial policy intensified the dynamics that were
already developed in the past by certain geographical and economic restrictions, instead of
reversing them.
In accordance with the literature on British and French Africa, direct taxation had multiple
functions for Portuguese colonial rule, besides raising revenue: it was used as a sovereignty
measure and identification tool, while it encouraged monetisation of economy and
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productivity. In the “regulation on registration and collection of indigenous tax” in Angola, it is
stressed that the direct tax paid by indigenous people was “a valuable element of politics for
the affirmation of Portuguese sovereignty, and a practical means of collecting subsidies for the
organisation of provincial censuses” (Governo Geral de Angola, 1920, p. 5). Moreover, from
1870s to 1900s the direct taxes could be paid either in kind (em generos) or in money (em
dinheiro), depending on the local circumstances (Castro, 1948, p.37-38). However, the
advantages of direct taxes paid in money became gradually undisputable. In the early years of
the 20th century the governor of Lourenco Marques in Mozambique argued against the
payment of taxes in kind. In his notes he highlighted, among other things, the transportation
and storage costs derived from such transactions as well as the fluctuating prices and thus the
questionable value of the exchangeable products. But most importantly, he emphasised on the
scarcity of labour in the area, caused by the fact that indigenous people did not need to pay
taxes in money, so they did not need to work for companies to get wages (Aguiar, p.75-76).
Therefore, according to the author, the payment in kind harmed both the colonial rule and the
agricultural development of the region.
Already in the 1890s, the prominent regional commissioner of Mozambique, Antonio Enes, had
expressed these ideas on the crucial role of indigenous people as tax payers and (either free or
unfree) wage workers, in the process of monetisation and labour intensification. The latter
would eventually contribute to agricultural development and expansion of “civilisation”
(Ferreirinha, 1947, p. 5). Actually, this was for Enes the principal mission of colonialism.
Regarding the relations between Mozambique and the metropole, Enes supported the idea of
administrational autonomy, which was finally implemented during the First Portuguese
Republic: “I want the province to be able to be governed and administrated in the province”
(my translation) (ibid, p.7).
For decades, Mozambique was characterised by a dualistic system of local governance. As
Mamdani observes, the so-called “Indigenato” was a political system similar to what existed
elsewhere in Africa: it subordinated Mozambican subjects to tribal chiefs and Portuguese
citizens to colonial administrators (Mamdani, 1996 in: O’ Laughline, 2000, p.16). The code of
the Indigenato was formally adopted in 1928 and it concerned principally labour relations (O’
Laughline, 2000, p.12), but it was based on previous perennial arrangements of citizenship and
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governance. As in British Africa, it aimed at legitimising the new system of governance by
drawing in existing political structures. “Regulos” and “cabos” were responsible for hut tax
collection, land distribution and forced labour recruitment and were paid by the colonial state
through commissions (ibid, p.17). Apparently there was some room for power bargaining and
negotiations between the local leaders and the colonial officials in regard with the boundaries
of the land, but in taxation affairs the first were used mostly as instruments by the colonial
state, for the implementation of policies that were formed by the metropole.
Transformations of colonial policies under regime changes in Portugal
In this section emphasis is given to the regime changes and transition periods in Portugal as
well as their impact on colonial administration and fiscalisation policies in both Mozambique
and Angola. In 1910 the Republican revolution ended Monarchy and expressed to a certain
extent a more liberal view on colonisation, while in 1926 the military dictatorship re-arranged
once again the priorities of the Empire. In 1933 the “Estado Novo” of Oliveira Salazar was
established and the vision of a pluricontinental empire dominated. A more strict control of the
Empire’s provinces was favoured, especially in economic and financial terms. This “policy
reversal” by Salazar’s regime (K. Smith, 1974), consisting by austerity measures and social
repression, determined to a certain extent the development of state and fiscal institutions in
Mozambique and Angola. In parallel, from the First Portuguese Republic to the New Sate a
gradual shift from indirect rule to direct rule is observed.
In the early 20th century the colonial states of Angola and Mozambique and their fiscal
institutions started to become more visible, taking over taxation and investment
responsibilities that were previously undertaken by chartered companies. The crucial turning
point was the adoption of the so-called “decentralisation” policy, which was introduced by the
Republicans and was similar to the “self-sufficiency” policy that Britain followed in its own
African colonies. Oliveira Marques refers to the “decentralisation” strategy at the very
beginning of his book on the Portuguese expansion “O imperio Africano 1890-1930”, as the
fruit of the Republican ideology dominating the years after the revolution against Monarchy
(2001, p.22). In the broader perspective of the Portuguese empire, decentralisation meant the
autonomy of the African “provinces” from the metropole, in administrative and financial terms.
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The term “provinces” was used at the times of Monarchy, in order to show that the colonies
were an integral part of Portugal. Leis Organicas in 1914 and Cartas Organicas in 1917
demonstrated the legal dimension of the colonies’ autonomy, aiming to provide each colony
with legislation suitable for its cultural context (ibid). According to these laws, the Portuguese
colonies should have their own police, military and marine forces as well as fiscal and
transportation services (Vasconselos, 1920, p. 179). Moreover, the colonies were allowed to
have their own debt (divida) and cover it by taking loans.
Oliveira Marques considers the shift to decentralisation as an exclusive achievement of the
Portuguese Republican ideology that came to an end after the military dictatorship and the
establishment of the Salazar’s “New State” (2001, p.23). However, it is known that there are
other, more pragmatic, reasons leading to the provision of financial autonomy to the colonies
from the side of Portugal, such as the increasing deficit of the colonies in certain periods.
Also, the Republican ideology was not a parthenogenesis: a more precise assessment of the
ideological principles leading to the “decentralisation” policy would recognise the tendency of
Portuguese rule to selectively borrow elements of both the British and the French model of
colonial governance, based either on economic motives or on sophisticated arguments
concerning citizenship and civil rights. Specifically, the Portuguese Republic attempted to
balance between the British system of indirect rule and the French model of direct rule, with
assimilation being its principal characteristic: On the one hand, Republicans gave administrative
autonomy to the colonial governors and the local chiefs, who were involved in taxation affairs;
and on the other hand they established a “native policy” that encouraged the civilisation of the
native people, however through civil law and not clerical missions. Moreover, in 1917 Almeida
Ribeiro wrote a report that accompanied the bill (proposed law) on the “financial
administration of the overseas provinces”, where it is claimed that the Portuguese government
should learn from the experience of France and Belgium and follow their initiative on
delegation of powers (1917, p. 154-155). The governor of each colony should exercise the
executive power, while the metropole could be involved only in the legislative power and
maintain the right to intervene in administrative and financial issues of the colonies, under the
condition that those issues would affect directly the metropole.
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In any case, the fact remains the same: the decentralisation policy was abandoned as soon as
Salazar rose to power. Ironically enough, Salazar used extensively the term “self-sufficiency”
(autossuficiencia), which was used also by the British government to signify the
administrational and financial autonomy of the British colonies. Nevertheless, for Salazar the
term “self-sufficiency” meant the sufficiency of the Portuguese Empire as a whole, as a united
economic system. The point of reference for all the colonial policies, concerning either the
state or the economic institutions in the colonies, should be the national interests of Portugal.
Regardless the geographic position of the colonies, the authority had to be one: that of the
metropole. The Portuguese empire was, according to the Colonial Act of 1930, a juridical and
political union, which had to promote also the economic unity and thus the harmonisation of
interests in trade and production between the colonies and the metropole (Salazar, 1933 in:
Antologia Colonial Portuguesa, 1946, p. 331-332).
In theory, the administrational decentralisation and autonomy that Republicans had promoted
could be maintained in the new legislation, but in practice the Portuguese Ministry of the
Colonies had to approve the general budgets of all colonies every year. The main financial
principle of the “New State” (Estado Novo) with respect to the economy of Portugal as well as
the local economies of the colonies was the so-called “politica de equilibrio orcamental”, in
other words the policy of budget balance (Conceicao, 1967, p.3). In the 1920s the debt in
Angola supposed to have exploded during the governance of Norton de Matos (who later on
became a leading opposition figure against the Salazar regime). Starting from 1931-32, a more
centralised system of controlling financially the colonies was introduced aiming to surpass the
administrational “chaos” and the financial deficits, caused by the republican policies.
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Graph 7
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Graph 8
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The balance between revenue and expenditure per capita in Angola and Mozambique during
Salazar’s governance is shown in Graphs 7 and 8. The colonial records of both countries
demonstrate an almost absolute equation of revenue and expenditure. It is difficult to judge,
whether these records represent fully the actual fiscal reality of the colonies in that period, or
they are to a certain extent artificial “constructions” of the colonial governments, in order for
them to prove that they followed closely the metropolitan directives.
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Impact of colonial policies on taxation and public spending practices
In theory, the Salazar regime proposed a balanced system of minimum expenses and minimum
taxation as well, aiming at order, punctuality and continuity. The colonial officials in key
positions were reshuffled by the metropole with people it trusted (K. Smith, 1974, p.663), to
ensure that the metropolitan view would immediately be realised. From that aspect, the
colonial states of Mozambique and Angola could be classified as “minimalist” states, aiming to
maintain order at minimum cost. In practice, in both Angola and Mozambique revenue from
direct taxation increased right from the start (of Salazar’s governance in Portugal), while public
investments, especially in human resources, remained low until the 1940s. “No matter how
pressing their needs, areas such as rural development, the health services and education would
have to wait until the necessary surplus was in hand” (ibid, p.662). Salazar denied any financial
aid to Angola and propagated stability over growth (ibid, p.663).
In the case of Angola, the colonial authorities first attempted to extensively increase direct
taxes (impostos directos) in 1929, but the attempt eventually failed. It cannot be overlooked
that this was the year of the Great Depression and the reform was done to diminish the deficits
caused not only by Salazar’s Republican predecessors, but also by the effects of the
international crisis. Once again after the World War II, in 1949, a tax reform was introduced for
deficit reasons. In public rhetoric the colonial rule claimed that the decision to increase direct
taxation was based on the idea that in terms of wealth and income redistribution, property and
income taxes are more efficient than indirect taxation 3 (Conceicao, 1967, p.10-11). Moreover,
according to the reports from that time, the increase of the total revenue from direct taxes also
represented the increase of the Angolan population and consequently the increase of tax
payers; and not solely the increase of tax rates (ibid, p.14). Finally, the colonial authorities
argued that by applying direct taxes (incl. industrial contribution) more revenue, deriving from
industrialisation and mining exploitation, could be raised for the colonial state of Angola.
3

However, the idea that direct taxation would favour social justice more than indirect taxation, was inspired by the
Western world, where income and property taxes have been applied progressively. In colonial Africa, the main form
of direct taxation, the hut/poll tax, was uniform and applied to all indigenous people, regardless their income.
Therefore, in contrast to the respective European reality, indirect and direct taxation could be equally unfair.
In his study on taxation and inequality in colonial Uganda, Jamal proves that the impact of colonial policy on income
inequality in Ugandan society was severe, since both direct and indirect taxation measures exclusively favoured the
settlers and the civil servants rather than the African farmers. For this he calculated and compared the poll tax ratio
to income of Africans and non-Africans as well as the duty rates of consumption items used by the two social groups
(Jamal 1978).
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Graph 9 shows the rapid increase of revenue from direct taxation in Angola during the early
1930s, when Salazar rose to power and its government first attempted to increase the direct
tax revenue in the Portuguese colonies for the aforementioned reasons. After another tax
reform was introduced in the late 1940s for the aforementioned reasons, the revenue from
direct taxation remained relatively stable. Also, the revenue from indirect taxation in Angola
increased significantly from the 1940s onwards. In contrast, Mozambique did not demonstrate
the same results (Graph 10). As it was also shown in the previous sections, Angola tended to
perform better than Mozambique with respect to revenue from indirect taxation.
Under Salazar’s rule the metropolitan fiscal policies implemented by the colonial governments
were more or less identical for both Mozambique and Angola. The colonial states intended to
expand their capacity in tax collection and treasury management and in this framework the
metropole removed the power from the chartered companies, which were no longer allowed
to be involved in financial matters. For example, their concessions in the Zambezia and
Quelimane districts of Mozambique were terminated. The private leasing companies, which
had established there plantations using forced labour, were no longer allowed to keep the
money they collected from hut tax “in exchange for an annual rental fee paid to the
government” (ibid, p.664). The charter of Niassa Company in the north was also not renewed
and the government obtained authority for the collection of taxes, while the Banco Nacional
Ultramarino was converted into a partner of the state (Noticias de Beira, 1931, p.8 in: K. Smith,
1974, p.665). In contrast, the “Diamang Company” in Angola held the concession for diamond
minding from 1917 until independence. However, Diamang is a different case, because it did
not have parastatal/political rights within its concession area, where the state always
maintained the authority to collect taxes. In that sense, the continuation of Diamang monopoly
over the mining exploitation and trade of diamonds in Angola was not an exception in the
overall policy of Salazar to end the concessions.
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Graph 9
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Graph 10
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With respect to tariffs, the exports and re-exports from the metropole were favoured even
more to Portugal’s advantage. “The result of this policy was that the colonies were often well
supplied with unnecessary commodities from Portugal, while starving for essentials which
could only be obtained from elsewhere” (K. Smith, 1974, p.666). According to Alan K. Smith, the
two main legacies of the reversal of the colonial policy by Salazar were the rationalisation of
“exploitation of the colonies for the benefit of the mother country” and the colonies’
underdevelopment (ibid, p.667).
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Assimilation schemes and possible investments in human capital did not seem to be able to
hinder the effects of extraction and underdevelopment. From the First Portuguese Republic to
Salazar’s New State assimilation ideas continued to be propagated and colonial officials
emphasised the importance of education as a tool to transform the natives into civilised and
cooperative subjects (Cayolla, 1931). According to the regulation of 1917, in order to become
“citizens”, the indigenous people had to fulfill a series of requirements such as be fluent in
Portuguese and complete the basic education (Portaria Provincial No 317, 1917). During the
period of the New State the requirements continued to be very high and given the status of
human capital in Portugal, they would be high even for the Portuguese citizens. Moreover, the
role of education in the colonies was not always to reduce the gap between the so-called
“native” and “civilised” children. In Mozambique native children attended “rudimentary”
schools focusing on Portuguese culture and manual arts to be prepared for the type of work
that they would do in the future and in short they were discouraged from attending secondary
education (O’ Laughline, 2000, p.15).
Besides the arbitrary criteria set for citizenship and the questionable role of education, the
Africans who had managed to acquire the status of “assimilado”, had to pay more taxes and
continued to be discriminated in everyday life. In contrast with the French model of
governance, which prioritised the integration of African elites, the Portuguese rule rather
excluded them. According to Alexander Keese, the authoritarian and centralised character of
Salazar’s regime did not encourage the participation of African elites (Keese in: Jeronimo, 2013,
p.225). Similarly, the increasing number of settlers migrating from the metropole to the
colonies in the period after World War II and before independence (Castelo, 2007) added
another impediment: the colonial states had to recruit the settlers rather than the assimilated
elites for the administrational positions in the public sector (Keese in: Jeronimo, 2013, p.231).
Therefore, the objective of assimilation was not important enough to make either Portugal or
the colonial states to spend much more on education and other social services. According to
Graphs 11 and 12, both in Angola and Mozambique during the period 1929-1973, infrastructure
development services held an initially small but increasingly growing share over time, while the
percentages spent on security (colonial government, fiscal administration, justice services,
military and marine forces) and human resources (education, health, pensions and indigenous
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affairs) remained relatively stable at similar levels. It is demonstrated that especially in the
early colonial period education and health used to receive less attention than public works and
sovereignty mechanisms. “One result of this was that Mozambique, for example, was reported
to have had only 33 college graduates in the entire country after the departure of the
Portuguese at independence in 1975” (Kyle, 1999, p.2).
Infrastructure development was prioritised, in order to facilitate commodity trade and resource
extraction. Increasing investment in transport and communication infrastructure showed an
interest in economic development of the colonies, but not necessarily in welfare 4 and human
development. Investments in both infrastructure and human resources targeted the urban
areas and most importantly the capital cities and the ports of the colonies (Luanda and
Benguella in Angola, Lourenco Marques and Beira in Mozambique). The aim was to serve the
trade interests primarily of the metropole and secondarily of the concession companies
(wherever they were still active) as well as the living standards of the settlers. In other words,
they were not designed to serve the interests of the mass of indigenous people, who were
mostly residents of the rural areas.
Graph 11
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4

Definition of welfare state by Oxford dictionary: “A system whereby the state undertakes to protect the health
and well-being of its citizens, especially those in financial or social need, by means of grants, pensions, and other
benefits”.
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Graph 12
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The relative increase of public spending on human resources, that is observed in the late
colonial period and especially in the decade of 1960s in both Mozambique and Angola, could be
interpreted in two ways: First, Portugal started to undergo international pressure and criticism
for its colonial policies. In the decade of 1950s Portugal became a member of multilateral and
international organisations such as the United Nations, which “subjected Portugal’s colonial
policies to international condemnation” (Pinto and Teixeira, p.113). In other words, Portugal
was asked to reconsider its policies concerning forced labour, authoritarian administration,
protective trade and extractive taxation. Also, Portugal was criticised for its military operations
against the liberation groups of guerrillas, who started to gain ground in the decade of 1960s,
especially in Angola. “What Portugal feared most was further isolation. Criticism from abroad
had already begun to hurt” (Venter, 2013, p.223).
Second, as almost all authoritarian regimes do at the final stage of their rule, Salazar’s ageing
“New State” and especially its successor Marcelo Caetano from 1968 onwards started to
liberalise to a certain extent the metropolitan policies, which affected in turn the fiscal
practices in the colonies. In view of the increasing support of the indigenous people towards
the independence movements of UNITA, MPLA and FNLA in Angola as well as FRELIMO in
Mozambique, Caetano was able to foresee the end of an era approaching; the end of the
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Portuguese Empire. Liberalisation policies and investments in public goods could place the
metropole in a better position to negotiate its future relations with the colonies. Ironically
enough, just before the inevitable victory of the independence movements and the consequent
decolonisation in both Mozambique and Angola, “in 1970 Portugal spent 45% of its budget on
defense and security” (Pinto and Teixeira, ibid, p. 117).
Fiscal patterns in colonial Africa from a comparative perspective
Frankema and Waijenburg have documented certain patterns of fiscal development in British
and French Africa (2014). According to the authors, “the cross-colony variation in per capita
state revenue was much larger in French Africa than in British Africa” (ibid, p. 373). Moreover,
the majority of coastal colonies generated greater revenues than the landlocked colonial states
in both regions (ibid, p. 382). Where did Portuguese colonies fit in this fiscal spectrum? Both
Mozambique and Angola were coastal colonies and their variation in per capita state revenue
and expenditure was rather limited. One would assume that they could demonstrate similar
results to the British and French African colonies that were better fiscally developed.
Graph 13
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Graph 13 shows the gross public revenue of Angola and Mozambique compared to the gross
public revenue of two British African colonies and two French African colonies in two
benchmark years (1925 and 1934), before and after the economic crisis. Specifically, Nyasaland
was a landlocked British East African colony and one of the least fiscally developed, while Gold
Coast was a coastal British West African colony and the most efficient in fiscal terms.
Respectively, Senegal was a coastal French West African colony and the wealthiest in terms of
public revenue, while Tchad was a landlocked French Equatorial African colony and one of the
poorest in terms of state revenue (along with Niger). According to the data on GPR (Gross
Public Revenue) in the aforementioned colonies, Angola performed better than Mozambique
and approached Gold Coast’s standards. In contrast, Mozambique had similar performance to
Nyasaland. However, since the gap between Mozambique and Angola was rather small, it could
be argued that the two Portuguese colonies demonstrated more similar results to the average
British African colonies and not to Gold Coast and Nyasaland, which were the extreme cases of
British Africa in terms of fiscal development.
As expected, almost all British, French and Portuguese colonies performed better in 1925,
before the crisis. Nevertheless, Mozambique shows better results in public revenue collection
in 1934. Most probably, the reason for that derives from the fact that concession companies
stopped operating in Mozambique after the establishment of Salazar’s New State in 1930s. As it
has been mentioned in a previous section of this paper, before chartered companies in
Mozambique were involved in tax collection and used to keep a big percentage of the collected
revenue. Therefore, after the end of concessions, in 1934 the colonial state of Mozambique
managed to benefit more from tax collection and consequently increase its public income.
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Conclusions
The empirical evidence and the arguments demonstrated in this paper aim to highlight the
complexity of colonial policies and fiscal practices in Portuguese Africa. As such, the conclusions
are multidimensional by capturing three principal dimensions of the fiscal phenomenon in
colonial Mozambique and Angola: first, the role of the metropole in determining the colonial
administration and fiscal policies despite the local conditions and the disparities between and
within the two colonies; second, the shifts of colonial rule in Portuguese Africa with respect to
indirect and direct rule systems, introduced by the British and French Empire respectively; third,
the “minimalist” or extractive nature of the colonial states of Mozambique and Angola
depending on their fiscal regimes.
First of all, the role of the metropolitan vision in colonisation, state formation, fiscalisation and
citizenship was dominant in Portuguese Africa. Certainly, disparities in administration and
taxation affairs existed among the two colonies and even within the colonies, especially in
Mozambique. The disparities were caused by each colony’s context-dependent realities with
regard to local geographical and economic factors (such as boundaries of occupied territory and
trade patterns). These factors permitted different degrees of state control and revenue raising.
Moreover, these context-dependent realities created the conditions to continue direct and
indirect taxation practices throughout the colonial period. However, metropolitan policies
played a crucial role in forming fiscal practices as soon as the colonial states were better
established. From the First Portuguese Republic to Salazar’s New State, general budgets and
public spending priorities were almost identical in the two colonies. Overall, cross-colony
varieties were not so intensive in Portuguese Africa as those in British and French Africa.
Second, throughout the colonial period the Portuguese metropole swung between indirect rule,
followed traditionally by the British Empire, and direct rule, used by the French Empire.
Administrative and financial autonomy was given to the colonies at the times of Republican
government in Portugal. Moreover, local elites such as native chiefs were involved in tax
collection, resembling the British model. Mozambique can be considered as a characteristic
example of this rule system. However, a gradual shift from indirect rule to direct rule did occur,
during Salazar’s authoritarian governance. Furthermore, power centralisation and fiscal controls
were intensified in the late period. In terms of citizenship, assimilation schemes were promoted.
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However, the integration of assimilated elites in administration was much more limited than in
French Africa.
Last, in theory Portuguese rule, especially under Salazar, aimed to maintain order in the colonies
at minimum cost. In financial terms the metropole and the colonial states of Mozambique and
Angola aimed at budget balance in the same way that colonial states in British Africa did.
Consequently, colonial Mozambique and Angola could be considered as “minimalist” states,
according to their fiscal policies. Nevertheless, in practice revenue from both direct and indirect
taxation and especially from the hut/indigenous tax increased over time, while public spending
on human resources remained low until the 1950s. Public spending on security resources and
public works generally exceeded spending on human resources, which increased to a significant
extent only in the late colonial period, due to international pressure and Caetano’s liberalisation
policies. Overall, the public income was redistributed by the colonial states of Mozambique and
Angola in favour of the metropole’s interests in sovereignty and most importantly in
infrastructure development, which aimed to encourage resource extraction through trade.
Therefore, colonial Mozambique and Angola could be considered as indirectly “extractive”
states, according to their fiscal practices.
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Appendix
Notes on methodology and sources
Historical analysis is necessary, to identify and understand the shifts in colonial policies and the
consequent changes in fiscal practices over time. For this study, qualitative information was
collected from various historical sources including official reports (relatorios) from the
Portuguese government, from the ministry of the overseas (Ministerio do Ultramar) on colonial
and fiscal affairs and from the higher levels of colonial administration (governador-geral,
distrito) in Mozambique and Angola. Furthermore, selected material from the “Arquivo Salazar”
(1908-1974) and the archives of chartered companies such as the “Companhia de
Mocambique” (1888-1980) was also used to map the role of companies in tax collection and the
policy change that took place after the establishment of Salazar’s “New State”. Finally, the
bulletin volumes of Lisbon's Geographic Society (Boletim da Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa),
one of the main think-tanks of Portugal since 1876, were used to obtain a more “scientific” view
on the colonial affairs. In general, qualitative information provides a more complete picture of
broader colonial governance and administration issues that influenced the development of
fiscal and other state institutions and restructured the socio-economic relations.
In the same vein, datasets of annual time series on state budgets and accounts were
constructed at national and district level, to show how fiscal systems operated and how public
income was redistributed in colonial Mozambique and Angola. Both the sources of public
income as well as the investment priorities of the colonial states were presented: total amounts
and percentages of the main revenue sources and expenditure categories were identified.
However, the aforementioned revenue sources had to be broken down in sub-categories, to
clarify the structure of public income. The sub-categories were formed using the detailed
classifications in the sources: The direct taxes were divided into indigenous tax and industry’s
contribution, while the indirect taxes were divided into import and export taxes. Thus more
detailed graphs on colonial governments’ revenue sources over time were constructed.
On the other hand, expenditure categories had to be aggregated into three broad categories:
expenditure on security resources, on infrastructure development and on human resources.
Security resources include fiscal and justice services as well as military and marine forces.
Infrastructure development includes public works and agriculture projects, while human
resources include retirement pensions and general administration services such as education,
health and indigenous assistance. In Frankema’s classification of expenditure in British Africa
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(2011) general administration is considered as a sovereignty mechanism and thus as part of the
security resources. In contrast, according to the classification followed by the statistical
yearbooks of Portuguese Mozambique and Angola, general administration consists mainly of
education and health services. Therefore, administration services have been considered by this
paper as part of the human resources. In a way, in Graphs 10 and 11 expenditure on human
resources has been overestimated to a certain extent, while expenditure on security resources
has been underestimated. If we take into account the fact that public spending on human
resources has been relatively overestimated, then our argument that the public investments of
colonial rule in human resources were low in both Mozambique and Angola, is further
supported.
Yearly statistical data were needed on national and district level for the construction of annual
time series on revenue sources and expenditure patterns. From the 1920s, the colonial
administrations in Mozambique and Angola were fully established and kept detailed data on
their colonies. Specifically, statistical data on population, state revenues (including taxation)
and public expenditures in colonial Mozambique and Angola were collected from the sections
“Demografia” (demography), “Administração pública” (public administration) and “Assistência”
(assistance) in the Statistical Yearbooks (Annuários Estatísticos) of Mozambique and Angola.
Also data from alternative sources were collected, to triangulate the retrieved information for
the period 1920s-1970s, such as: “Orcamentos gerais” (general budgets), “Contas da gerência”
(management accounts), “Estatistica das Contribuicoes e Impostos” (statistics of tributes and
taxes), “Bolletim de Fazenda” (finance bulletin), “Bolletim das Alfandegas” (customs bulletin).
Particularly, orcamentos (budgets) show how the budgets were planned by the colonial states
and contas (accounts) show the actual revenue and expenses of the colonies 5.
In contrast, statistical data are scarce for the early colonial period 1890s-1920s. Annual
information on revenue at national level is retrieved for the two first decades of the 20th
century either from “orcamentos“ (budgets) of both Mozambique and Angola or alternatively
5

Most of the primary sources of quantitative data and qualitative information are found in Portugal: the National
Institute of Statistics (Instituto Nacional de Estatistica), the Overseas Historical Archive (Arquivo Historico
Ultramarino), the National Archives of Portugal (Arquivos Nacionais do Torre do Tombo), the National Library of
Portugal (Biblioteca Nacional), the Library of Lisbon's Geographic Society (Sociedade de Geografia de Lisboa) and
the Library of ISCSP (Instituto Superior de Ciencias Sociais e Politicas). However, particular documents, such as the
reports conducted by the lower-ranked officers of colonial administration in Angola and Mozambique, can be found
only in the local archives: the Historical Archive of Angola (Arquivo Histórico de Angola) and the Historical Archive of
Mozambique (Arquivo Histórico de Moçambique and Fontes Historiae Africanae). Moreover, important documents
and significant part of the secondary literature are found in: The National Archives (TNA) in London, the British
Library, the Library of School of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS) at University of London and the Library of
African Studies Centre (ASC) at Leiden University.
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from a pair of volumes of “Anuario Estatistico de Portugal” (1899-1901), a single report named
as “Anuario de Mocambique” (1908) and a few volumes of “Anuario Colonial” (1916-1917 and
1927-29). Unfortunately equivalent information on expenditure cannot be found and analysed
in a consistent manner for this early period. The two-year period 1899-1901 is the earliest
benchmark, after the incorporation of Mozambique and Angola into the Portuguese Empire.
The 1900s captures the early stage of colonisation, when chartered companies played an
important role in taxation. The years from 1911 onwards offer the possibility to observe
possible changes in the revenue patterns after the violent transition from monarchy to republic
in 1910. By the transition to the military dictatorship after the coup d’ etat in 1926, almost the
whole of Angola and Mozambique were under state control.
To compare revenue sources and spending patterns between the two colonies, per capita
revenue and expenditure were calculated, using the available data on population at national
and district levels. It should be noted that it is probable the Portuguese African censuses either
to underestimate or to overestimate populations, in the same way that early British and French
colonial censuses did. It is assumed that in the case of Portuguese Africa the censuses probably
underestimated the populations, in order for the colonial administrators to justify low revenue
and avoid responsibility for tax collection in remote areas. Moreover, in the case of
Mozambique many censuses were conducted for the period under examination and the
population data are accessible. In contrast, in the case of Angola population estimations are
considered to be more reliable only from the census of 1940s onwards. Therefore, backward
projections were used, in order to estimate population for the decades before 1940s, according
to a given growth rate.
Furthermore, the amounts in escudos were deflated, passing from the nominal values to the
real values, in order to observe the changes that really occurred in revenue and expenditure
patterns. This was attained by constructing a WPI (wholesale price index) for Portugal. Based on
the data provided by Mitchell for the period 1927-1948 with 1929 as base year and his data for
the period 1949-1987 with 1953 as base year, the numbers for the rest years were extrapolated
(2008 and 2009). Then the series of the nominal values were divided by the index, resulting in
the real values. So, at least for the years from 1927 onwards the real values are available and
shown in the graphs.
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Other graphs
Ap. 1
Nominal revenue from direct taxes, Angola 1900s-1960s
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Ap. 2
Real revenue from direct taxes per capita, Angola
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Ap. 3
Direct tax per capita in rural and urban provinces, Angola
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Ap. 4
Nominal revenue, Mozambique 1904-1926
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